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Christmas 2021 Newsletter

It seems like only 5 minutes since I was writing last year's newsletter...  2021 has
flown by and unfortunately we find ourselves facing yet another uncertain
Christmas. I really hope this finds you and you family safe and well, and with much to
look forward to in 2022. 

It's been another relatively quiet year for T.O.T.E., as the corporate entertainment and
theatre worlds continue to get themselves back on their feet, but we did have one
thing to celebrate... this year, we reached 5 years of being a limited company - a
milestone I am very proud of.  Since incorporating in 2016, we have produced three
new musicals, four concerts, one musical theatre album and progressed with four
new pieces of writing, all alongside our provision of live musicians and entertainment
acts for clients across the UK. 
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This year we've also increased our provision of
online lessons and workshops, providing music,
drama and academic tuition for students aged 6-
18. We've seen pupils through GCSES, A-Levels,
music exams, online performances and secondary
school entrance, and have fully embraced online
learning. We look forward to providing these
services for a long time to come.

But we haven't stopped working on new theatre
and writing! Having launched the concept album
for 'A Mother's War' at the end of 2021, this year
has seen us enjoying lots of air play on musical
theatre radio channels, including Musical
Theatre Radio (MTR) and  the 'Sit In The Stalls'
programme on Box Office Radio. We can't wait
to see what will happen next with it. Please
check out the album, streaming now on all major
platforms.
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So now we look towards 2022... 

Plans include an exciting workshop for a new
musical; more airplay of some pieces in
development; increasing our supply of corporate  
entertainment and continuing with our education
services. 

I say it every year... but  please do come to us for
all your entertainment needs!  If you're hosting
a party or event, don't hesitate to get in touch
with me on +44 (0)7828 771724 or at
info@testoftimeentertainment.co.uk  for
quotations and info. 

You can also follow us on social media
@testoftimeentertainment (Instagram) and
@testoftime_ltd (Twitter), and on Facebook.

Rhiannon x
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However, like many in the entertainment industry,
we have also faced some great disappointment
this year. Unfortunately, following the cancellation
of the production in 2020, we had to make the
difficult decision not to progress with
'#MR.SIMONSAID' as planned. We very much
hope that the show will have a future at some
point and want to thank again all those who
supported its development thus far.

And finally, all that's left to say is... thank you again for your support this year, HAPPY
HOLIDAYS and see you in 2022! 
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